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Although sediment yield reflects a catchment’s erosive processes, material transfer from hillslopes
to rivers depends on a series of phenomena occurring on variable and continuous range of scales.
Physically based, distributed models can be used to evaluate erosion’s spatial variability within a
catchment and to identify hotspots. Sediment fingerprinting allows source type discrimination
based on sediment and soil properties. The analysis of these dynamic systems could be coupled
by addressing hillslope processes with modeling, while fingerprinting enlightens the connection
between them and the drainage network. We aimed to evaluate the erosive susceptibility and its
spatial distribution in three environmentally fragile paired headwater catchments, nested within
Guarda Mor catchment, located in the border of the volcanic plateau in southern Brazil. This
catchment is characterized by intense agricultural use, diverse geology, and complex terrain.
WATERSED model was used as a dynamic method to evaluate the spatial distribution of hydrologic
and erosive fragility during rainfall events. WATERSED was parameterized for modeling surface
runoff volume, sediment yield and interrill erosion, based on monitored data from a zero-order notill catchment and literature data. Modeling results were analyzed for each land use. For
fingerprinting, two sediment sampling strategies and source groupings were considered. One
considered spatial sources, and the endmembers were the sub catchments, the other considered
land use source types within each sub catchment. Deposited bed sediment samples were
collected at the outlets of each sub catchment and the main outlet. Soil source samples were
collected in crop fields, grasslands, stream channels, forests, and unpaved roads. Crop fields and
grasslands compose the source type topsoil. Samples were analyzed by near-infrared
spectroscopy. Artificial mixtures were made to calibrate the prediction models. Fifteen Support
Vector Machine (SVM) models were built and independently trained. Modeled erosion indicates
that the steepest areas and those near the drainage network can be the most susceptible to
erosion and runoff. The spatial distribution of runoff-prone areas shows the connectivity from
upper segments of these catchments increases with higher magnitude events. In fingerprinting,
calibration results’ predictors show good performance by the models, validation results vary from
poor to good. SVM models for unpaved roads and forest had the best validation performance. For
sourcing tributaries, results and poor validation statistical results indicate the need to use different

tracers, and to consider unsampled sources associated to soil and geological differences found
downstream from the sub catchment’s outlets. As for the sub catchments, there is a variation
among the main sediment sources and a significantly constant contribution from unpaved roads
in all of them. Other important sources are topsoil and stream channels, while forests did not
show significant contribution. These methodologies were useful in seeking a more holistic process
understanding, as physical processes were addressed and later integrated with the resulting
sediment yield. Despite the results are modelled, the complementation of their insights indicates
that there is a possibility for validating the sediment fingerprinting technique once modelling is
validated by monitored and measured data.
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